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Statement by Minister Coveney 

Joint Oireachtas Committee on Housing, Planning and Local Government 

14 September 2016 

 

A Chathaoirligh, fellow Deputies, good afternoon everyone. 

I wish to thank the Committee for inviting me here to-day to address you on 

the cross-Government Action Plan for Housing and Homelessness, Rebuilding 

Ireland and I look forward to our discussion. Our informal meeting last week 

was very useful and I hope that we can continue that level of engagement 

within the formal Committee setting. 

First of all, I’ll introduce the Department officials accompanying me today: 

 Mr John McCarthy, Secretary General; 

 

 Mr Dave Walsh, Assistant Secretary over the Planning, Housing Market 

Policy & Land Management Division; 

 

 Ms Mary Hurley, Assistant Secretary in charge of the Housing 

Programme Delivery Division; 

 

 Mr Brian Kenny, Principal Officer over Homelessness and Housing 

Inclusion Supports;  

 

 Ms Nina Murray, Principal Officer on Housing Assistance Payment and 

Current Programmes;  

 

 Mr Terry Sheridan, Principal Officer, in charge of Planning Policy; and  
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 Mr Barry Quinlan, Principal Officer over Housing Market Policy and Land 

Management. 

 

Introduction: Rebuilding Ireland is the start of a new dialogue on housing 

This afternoon, I want to take the opportunity to outline the Government’s 

approach to housing under Rebuilding Ireland which, I believe, marks the 

commencement of a new partnership approach with key stakeholders to 

deliver the required actions and solutions to address the housing crisis.  

The Government’s and my own approach to housing can be summarised as 

follows:  

Number 1:  we developed Rebuilding Ireland through meaningful 

consultation, which added real value to our policies; 

Number 2:  we are absolutely focused on delivery, through measurable and 

time-bound actions; and  

Number 3:  we want to deliver outcomes – for all households the State can 

help, either directly or indirectly, to put a roof over their head and to live in 

attractive, sustainable communities. 

Importantly, the Report of the Special Oireachtas Committee on Housing and 

Homelessness has helped to inform the final Action Plan. This process added 

to our understanding of the housing system and it is my intention that 

consultation will remain a corner-stone of Rebuilding Ireland throughout its 

implementation.  

In this regard, I’m visiting local authorities around the country in a series of 

events, targeting implementation of Rebuilding Ireland on the ground. The 

next stop is Waterford tomorrow. 
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This Committee has a key role to play in terms of the implementation and 

monitoring of Rebuilding Ireland, not least of all in terms of the legislative 

requirements needed to make key elements of Rebuilding Ireland come to 

fruition.  My hope is that we can come to an agreement as to how we 

effectively manage the pre-legislative scrutiny stage in order to get priority 

legislation debated through the normal stages in the Houses, and passed 

without undue delay.  

I’m sure that everybody in this Committee Room wants to avoid any 

recurrence of what happened in Tyrrelstown; likewise, we all want a 

strengthened RTB but we need to put legislation in place as a matter of 

urgency to ensure this. Without stifling the deliberative process, I sincerely 

believe we can streamline how we do business, the result of which can only 

have a positive impact on our citizens. I look forward to hearing your views on 

this today and your on-going and future co-operation in fast-tracking the pre-

legislative scrutiny stage, once I’m in a position to share the General Scheme 

of the Bill with the Committee.   

Housing in Ireland and Rebuilding Ireland as a solution to the challenges 

As we all know we currently have a national housing crisis. Since 2009, 

persistent under-supply, especially in Dublin, has meant that the housing 

supply deficit is likely to currently exceed 50,000 homes. The first step is to 

move from current levels (when we built only just over 12,500 in 2015) towards 

accepted long-term demand requirement of 25,000 homes per annum as 

quickly as possible.  

What has concerned me most in developing this Plan is the knock-on impact 

caused by a growing supply gap: the effects are felt by both buyers and 

renters and affect the most vulnerable in society the hardest. 

Of course, promoting housing growth has advantages beyond the obvious 

social and economic benefits. Almost 137,000 people are employed in the 
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construction sector – an 8.7% increase year on year - while this part of our 

economic activity had diminished in recent years, we are thankfully seeing 

this trend turn around.  I am also confident that those who had to emigrate 

would be encouraged to return home, once we get building on the scale 

envisaged under the Action Plan. 

In drafting Rebuilding Ireland, we analysed each element of Housing, and 

came up with key actions to help repair what is broken or not recovering in 

each.  It was through this analysis that we arrived at the five key Pillars: 

1. Addressing Homelessness; 

2. Accelerating Social Housing Delivery; 

3. Building More Homes for the wider housing market; 

4. Improving the Rental Sector; and 

5. Making the best use of the housing we have. 

This Plan sets ambitious targets to: 

 comprehensively deal with homelessness, 

 double the annual level of residential construction to 25,000 homes, 

 deliver 47,000 units of social housing with investment of €5.35 billion, 

 make the best use of the existing housing stock, and  

 create the right conditions for a more vibrant and responsive private 

rented sector.   

Pillar 1: Address Homelessness 

In this Action Plan, we have set a very clear target on homelessness, to have 

no families in hotels by mid-2017, except in very limited circumstances.  Long-

term hotel accommodation for families is not acceptable and we will end it. 
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We will treble the Rapid Build programme to 1,500 homes: 200 of which will be 

delivered by the end of this year. 

In the meantime, we are going to ensure that services for families, and 

particularly children, in hotels and other emergency accommodation are far 

better.  

The other side of homelessness is rough sleeping which is often compounded 

and tied in with mental health and addiction issues. This is a complex area 

that really requires close co-operation with both the Department of Health 

and the HSE.  For that reason, we are trebling the funding for mental health 

and primary care services for homeless persons from €2 million to €6 million in 

Budget 2017. 

In examining the social failing that is homelessness, one point was made to 

me again and again - that prevention is far better than cure.  We are 

therefore targeting families and individuals worried about, or at risk of, 

homelessness with a new awareness campaign. For the families and 

individuals in mortgage arrears, we are providing more and better services, 

including free expert legal and financial advice and supports. 

I want to particularly acknowledge the support I have received from 

ministerial colleagues in this area.  

In addition to the series of local events on Rebuilding Ireland there will also be 

a series of Pillar specific national launch events. The first of these will deal with 

Pillar 1 and is scheduled to take place tomorrow week on 22nd September.  

Pillar 2: Accelerate Social Housing 

The target here is very clear – 47,000 new social housing homes by 2021 at a 

cost of €5.35 billion. This is an increase of over 30% on the targets in the Social 

Housing Strategy. 
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Of the 47,000 homes, we expect that:  

 26,000 will be built exclusively for social housing; 

 11,000 will be acquired from the market, a portion of which will be 

newly built units, and  

 10,000 will be leased by local authorities and approved housing bodies. 

Local authorities have a strong pipe-line of approved projects in place, with 

targets agreed to 2017. My Department is already working with local 

authorities to agree targets post-2017, to ensure a continued pipeline of 

developments to the end of the 5-year Action Plan period. The revised 

targets will also be informed by the Summary of Social Housing Assessments 

which should be finalised with housing need figures on a county by county 

basis available by year end.   

Pillar 3: Build more homes 

In terms of developers and the private housing market, “business as usual” is 

simply not good enough. We are not producing enough new houses at 

affordable prices. I draw your attention in particular to graph 8 (Action Plan 

Output Objective) on page 30 of the Plan. It shows output predictions with 

the various elements of the Plan implemented versus the “business as usual” 

without these measures. 

We are currently delivering about half of the 25,000 homes a year we need.  

Similarly, due to this shortage of new homes, the second-hand market is half 

what would normally be seen.  

Rebuilding Ireland sets out key actions to get output back on track. A 

significant amount of analysis has been undertaken on the housing market, 

and the Plan addresses three key elements: 

1. Land, 
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2. Costs, and 

3. Realisable demand. 

In terms of land, the State, at central and local planning authority levels, has 

to be more active, in terms of deciding where our new houses are going to 

be.  We also have to work to keep the cost of land down, as it will impact on 

the eventual sales price and the affordability of these homes.  

In the Plan, we are going to champion the best use of State lands for housing. 

We will take immediate action to boost supply by investing in key enabling 

infrastructure, as well as taking the more strategic long-term view under the 

new National Planning Framework and Housing Land Management Strategy. 

The National Planning Framework is due for completion in Quarter 2 of next 

year.   

A key early action under the Plan was the issuing of the call for proposals 

under the €200m Local Infrastructure Housing Activation Fund. That Call 

issued to local authorities on 26th August and proposals are due back on 14th 

October. We anticipate that the LIHAF mechanism has the potential to 

release the delivery of at least 15,000 to 20,000 new homes, which would 

otherwise not be delivered. 

Using the LIHAF and other pathfinder project approaches, we are going to 

run competitions to generate innovative thinking and to reward the best new 

development proposals, particularly around the creation of mixed-tenure 

communities. We are challenging local authorities, land owners and 

developers to be innovative and to deliver quality product, at affordable 

prices and at scale.       

Just to be clear for the record. Contrary to some commentary, we are not 

“giving away” publicly-owned lands to private developers for them to make 

extortionate profits.  Rather, we are looking to extract the maximum value for 

the State in terms of securing more housing for people at lower price points, 
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tying in developers to provide a minimum percentage of homes to own or 

rent at affordable prices, as well as balancing these mixed-tenure 

developments with other private housing. 

We have very good data on local authority sites and we are going to work 

with them to help bring housing on stream quickly.  And we’re also in 

discussions with other State agencies and entities about the potential of their 

lands, many of which are in prime locations that are already well serviced.   

The NTMA and ISIF will also prepare an offer for developers to facilitate on–

site infrastructure costs. This is separate but complementary to the €200m 

Infrastructure Fund.  

We will also reduce costs by taking some time and risk out of the planning 

process. The intention is that housing development proposals of over 100 units 

will go straight to An Bord Pleanála for priority decision within the 18-week 

statutory period.  All developments will still need thorough pre-application 

consultations with the relevant local authority and individuals will of course be 

able to submit observations on any applications to the Board. 

This Action Plan is rightly very much focussed on supply but “realisable 

demand” is a key component of the equation. In our extensive engagement 

with stakeholders, the ability of people to secure the funding to buy homes 

and the length of time this takes was raised again and again. This increased 

uncertainty around buyers, particularly, first-time buyers, leads to house 

builders being more cautious in terms of the amount of product they build 

and sell.  

The possibility of home ownership is harder than ever for young people 

(particularly in the 25 to 34 age bracket) and for first-time buyers. About half 

of the house-buying market is made-up of first-time buyers but the majority of 

that cohort is simply locked out, particularly in Dublin and Cork. We need to 

deal with this.  
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As indicated previously, in order to incentivise the supply of starter homes at 

scale, the Government will bring forward proposals in Budget 2017 to help 

first-time buyers. These proposals will be back dated to the Rebuilding Ireland 

launch date of 19th July, 2016. 

In order to track housing developments and provide an independent 

perspective on how we can deliver more effectively and efficiently, a new 

dedicated and additional Housing Delivery Office has been established in 

my Department. When added to the extensive resources already dedicated 

to housing and planning in my newly configured Department, I’m confident 

we have the resources and expertise in place to really deliver on the Plan.  

Pillar 4: Improve the rental sector 

While there wasn’t sufficient time to develop a full rental strategy in tandem 

with this Action Plan, work is underway and it will follow later in the year. In the 

meantime, I will be bringing early actions through to ensure, where sales of 

large-scale single developments take place, tenants will have the right to 

stay in their homes. We’ll also ensure that the dispute resolution service is fair 

and balanced between tenants and landlords. 

We are of course also going to deliver a new affordable rental scheme as an 

early action. The Scheme will help low-income families and individuals with 

rental costs and will also help boost supply. The use of affordable rental on 

multi-tenure sites will be encouraged as part of the bid process for the €200m 

Infrastructure Fund.  I expect to bring a proposal to Government on the 

affordable rental scheme in the coming weeks.  

Where there is an unmet demand for student accommodation, it displaces 

into the rental market which is already creaking in places. Those working with 

students also outlined the pressures in trying to find accommodation. To 

address this issue, we are targeting the production of an additional 7,000 

student places by 2019, in partnership with the Department of Education and 
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the Higher Education Institutes and other stakeholders.  Indeed, Minister 

English and I have already visited campuses over the last couple of months 

where there are extensive plans and developments underway to address this 

capacity constraint. 

Encouraging a multi-faceted approach to increasing private investment 

across the housing continuum is important particularly in the private rental 

sector. This in turn supports wider economic growth, where prospective 

companies assess the capacity of a location to house their workforce in 

suitably designed and accessible accommodation. 

I firmly believe that, if we get the economic settings right, it will in turn help 

create the environment for greater investment in housing, and secure a 

sustainable supply into the future. 

Pillar 5: Utilise existing housing 

Another consistent message we received from stakeholders was that the Plan 

needed to tackle vacant properties.  These vacant properties are having a 

very negative effect, in both urban and rural communities.  

In the short-term, we are going to provide the Housing Agency with €70 

million in ring-fenced funding to initially buy up to 400 vacant distressed 

properties from bank and investment portfolios. The Agency will then sell on 

the properties to local authorities or approved housing bodies and use the 

replenishing funding to buy more homes. We are targeting the provision of 

1,600 units through this approach by 2020. 

We are also introducing a new Repair and Leasing Initiative. This will allow 

local authorities to provide grant funding to property owners to bring vacant 

properties up to standard. The local authority can then lease the properties 

for social housing, the grant being offset against lease costs. Based on 

feedback from the sector I am also proposing to allow Approved Housing 

Bodies avail of the new Scheme.  
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Much of the problem of vacant units is not houses but commercial properties. 

To deal with these, we are going to look at planning legislation to see if we 

can make turning these units into residential use simpler and faster.  

As I said earlier, Rebuilding Ireland is a whole-of-Government initiative, and a 

national plan – it’s not all about Dublin or our urban areas, but needs to have 

an impact at all locations and all scales of development. Revitalising our rural 

towns and villages is as important as the plans for the main urban centres.  

My colleague, Minister of State English, leads the Urban Renewal Working 

Group, and will bring forward plans over the coming months to use housing 

and community schemes in a collaborative way to improve city, town and 

village centres. We’ll also continue to work with colleagues in the 

Department of Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs to co-

ordinate their schemes with ours and to bring forward joint demonstration 

projects, where we can.   

Conclusion 

Since taking up the role as Minister with responsibility for housing, I have seen 

first-hand the negative effect the housing shortage is having on people and 

their families. What’s also very clear is that the whole system is struggling to 

cope and to come up with solutions.  

Rebuilding Ireland is, I believe, a really good starting point in trying to deal 

with the vast range of issues that are causing the problems. The Government 

commitment of €5.35 billion will go a long way to providing the much needed 

social housing and the €200m infrastructure fund should encourage the 

production of thousands of homes for the market.  But it’s not presenting the 

complete solutions to everything – it will need to evolve as we implement, to 

ensure that it can adapt to shifting challenges and be responsive to 

changing contexts. 
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I and my Cabinet colleagues are absolutely committed to delivering the Plan 

but we really need the support of this Committee; local authorities; 

developers; builders; approved housing bodies; financial institutions and the 

public to make Rebuilding Ireland a success. Only by tackling all of the issues 

in a concerted sequential and strategic way will we deal with the housing 

issue comprehensively.  

I am keen to have a strong, robust and on-going dialogue with all key 

stakeholders – not least of all this Committee. Your cooperation is critical to 

the realisation of this pragmatic Action Plan for Housing and Homelessness. 

I look forward to hearing your views on the Plan and answering any questions 

you have. 

Thank you. 


